Family Swim at St Mellion
To reassure our members & team, the Health Club was cleaned and sanitised on closure and has had a further
deep clean before re-opening. In addition to regular cleaning and social distance measures, use and capacity
is also controlled. The area is cleaned for 30 minutes between each hourly slot. This practice will continue until
cleaning procedures and social distancing measures are altered under guidance from the Government,
Public Health England and UK Active.
We are confident in our ability to minimise the risk of infection and keep our members safe.
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*UNDER 16’S, FAMILIES MUST LIVE AT THE SAME ADDRESS
We would like to remind you that our parent child ratio still stand;
1:1 Under 4
2:1 4 and over
Everyone will have a part to play in keeping our Health Club safe and we will be asking you to follow a few simple rules.
As you know, we have limited numbers in each session, 15 max leisure swim. Upon booking you will be asked whether you would like a lane,
or leisure swim- and it is paramount that you stick to your designated pool throughout your swim to maintain pool ratios.
Swimming aids are permitted, although you will need to these provide yourself, and lifeguards will not be handing out woggles etc. Showers
are not available and please bring your own towel.
If you cannot make a session you are booked in for, we would really appreciate it if you could ring and let us know so that we can open the
spot up for somebody else.
We would like to thank you all for being so understanding about the current systems in place to ensure we can all stay safe and enjoy being
back at the Club.

Many Thanks,
The St Mellion Health Club Team.

For further enquiries on any of our #StayAtTheClub procedures and measures please contact us on
St Mellion | Saltash | Cornwall | PL12 6SD
T +44 (0) 1579 352062 | E reception@st-mellion.co.uk | W st-mellion.co.uk

